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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

We are interested in the effects of perspective (first- or third-person) on the experience of controlling a tabletop telepresence robot. The robot is used as a

platform for designing emotive robot movements; we want to measure and compare the usabilities of each perspective but also record user preferences.

We believe that the third-person perspective will be more usable for completing the task and yield better movement samples, but the first-person

perspective will be more enjoyable.

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Control: user-reported 7-point Likert ratings of:

- Synchronicity

- Presence in the remote location

- Ease of controlling the robot

- Enjoyability of controlling the robot

- Engagement of controlling the robot

- Mental tiredness of controlling the robot

- Physical tiredness of controlling the robot

- Quality of the movements created

These questions appear upon the completion of each movement recording task and again at the end, where each measure is ranked for both the first- and

third-person perspectives.

Generating movements (objective): quality of the movement data, measured by training a proven machine learning model on the movements.

- Reconstruction accuracy

- Classification accuracy

- Time to achieve steady-state performance

Generating movements (subjective): videos of real and generated movements will be shown in an online survey. Users will report 7-point Likert ratings of:

- Realism

- Strength of each emotion being conveyed (happiness, sadness, anger)

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

2 conditions: first-person and third-person perspectives.

Users will view videos of cartoon characters showing emotions. They will then control the robot as if it were conveying the emotion showed in the video,

and record the movement.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

Control (subjective): one-sided T-tests for each measure (synchronicity, presence, etc) between the two conditions (first- or third-person)

Generating movements (objective): train the machine learning model (a variational autoencoder neural network) on the dataset split by the perspective

condition (one dataset for movements created in first-person, another for third-person). Identical models and parameters will be used between the

datasets. Objective metrics include network performance on classification and reconstruction of the movement data. 

Generating movements (subjective): equivalence tests (two one-sided t-tests) for comparing movements generated between the first- and third-person

datasets.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We will exclude data gathered from studies that are unable to be completed due to network latency. The latency is the difference between when the user's

phone sends its orientation and when the robot receives the orientation data. This is measured by including a timestamp in the orientation data packet,

and the robot's backend compares this to the timestamp whenever it receives orientation data. Control inputs are ignored if the latency is greater than 1

second.
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7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will recruit exactly 30 participants in the study. We will recruit through several channels, including the university's SONA system and Prolific.co.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
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